Abstract. We apply the Unsupervised Niche Clustering (UNC), a genetic niching technique for robust and unsupervised clustering, to the intrusion detection problem. Using the normal samples, UNC generates clusters sumarizing the normal space. These clusters can be characterized by fuzzy membership functions, that are later aggregated to determine a level of normality. Anomalies are identified by their low normality levels.
Introduction
Clustering [1] has been applied successfully to the Intrusion Detection Problem (IDP), by generating a set of clusters that can characterize the normal class using the normal samples. The Unsupervised Niche Clustering (UNC) is a robust and unsupervised clustering algorithm that uses an evolutionary algorithm to find clusters (using a robust density fitness function), with a niching strategy for maintaining the niches (candidate clusters) [2, 3] . In this paper, we combine the UNC with fuzzy sets theory for solving some IDPs [4] . We associate to each cluster evolved by the UNC (cluster center c and scale σ) a membership function that follows a Gaussian shape,
. Such function will define the normalcy level of a data sample. Then, the normal class is defined by the fuzzyunion set (max-OR) of all the clusters generated (C). Thus, a data sample x is considered normal with a µ normal (x) = max {µ i (x)|∀i = 1, 2, ..C} degree.
Experimentation
Tests were conducted on a reduced version of the KddCup'99 data set (21 features) after applying a Principal Component Analysis (PCA) to the non-zero numerical features. We used 5000 normal samples as training data set, while 40% of the full data set was used for testing. Table 1 shows the performance reached by our approach, while Figure 1 shows the ROC curves generated.
Conclusions
In this paper, the UNC algorithm [3] was applied to the intrusion detection problem (KddCup'99 data set). A fuzzy characterization of the model generated by UNC was proposed. Our results show that a fuzzy analysis increases the performance reached by our approach while PCA reduces the complexity of the data set and further improves the performance of our approach [4] . 
